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would be useful if the formal requirements specification were
generated based on the updated design.
Additionally, a formal specification can contain mistakes
or disagree with requirements because of human factors of
formal methods [3]. Experience in formal specification
reveals that different developers with the same background
may end up with fairly different specifications for the same
initial problem formulation [4]. In order to unify of the formal
specification and decrease the need for manual inspection
between system models and formal mathematical
specifications, a set of methods and tools is needed to obtain a
development process that supports the automation. Modern
approaches of model-based development try to use generator
technologies to provide automatic support to implement
formal specification automation. This implies that automation
of some system development steps is considered as a proposal
for reducing human fault risk. We can validate and verify the
generated specifications to be sure that they conform to their
requirements.
The overall objective of this work is to carry out a
comprehensive review and synthesis of previous and current
research to find methods dealing with the generation,
translation, integration, or synchronization of system or
software models and textual requirements. We focus on the
combination of software engineering models and textual
requirements in the requirements specification process, in
particular those approaches that generate textual formal
specification with which to document the models. Our
intention is to study a formal specification automation method
and its support tools. The reverse problem, going from textual
requirements to models, is discussed in [5], which is not
within the scope of this paper. Based on synchronous
semantics for the behavior of systems, we sketch how formal
Focus specifications can be generated from Auto Focus (AF)
models. The feasibility of this approach was proven in a
number of case studies, including adaptive cruise control
system, which will be illustrated in this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we take a closer look at the main features of the Focus
framework and the AF modeling environment used in this
paper. Section III gives an overview of our approach, while
Section IV introduces the model transformation from AF
executable system models to formal specifications on Focus
framework. In Section V, an example is given to illustrate this
approach. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.

Abstract—An open issue in the area of formal methods is the
automation methods and their support tools which need to be
applied in the specification process. The automated methodology
not only saves time, but also excludes human factors that lead to
failure, so it is becoming a trend of model-driven development
technology in requirements engineering. For this purpose, we
proposed and implemented a formal specification automation
process which aims to generate formal specification documents
from software engineering models. Our work focuses on the
automatic generation of requirements specification in the Focus
modeling framework from AutoFocus models. The proposed
method not only generates a readable specification of the
requirements, but also provides an effective way to combine the
CASE tool AutoFocus and the Focus framework.
Index Terms—Focus framework, formal methods，formal
specification.

I. INTRODUCTION
System and software requirements documents play a
crucial role in software engineering. They must both
communicate requirements to clients in an understandable
manner and define requirements in precise detail for system
developers [1]. The formal specifications are useful for
precisely documenting program behavior and guiding
implementation. Deriving these specifications is more
complicated and takes more time compared with using natural
language description. Thus, the formal specification is still
limited in its use in industry. One of the common problems is
that the formal specification documents are often out-of-date
or do not match with the requirements after several
development phases. The outdated system documentation
problem is usually considered a secondary issue and
overlooked because of timing or cost constraints. What is
more, in model-driven development, the formal specification
is hard to keep up-to-date when the system model is
frequently changing [2]. For instance, after step-by-step
refinement, more and more detail information of the system
model is added to clarify requirements and remove ambiguity,
inconsistency, and incompleteness; then the formal
specification of the new system model is needed. In addition,
software implementations are often not consistent with the
documents, since developers do not update system
specification documents when they change the design models.
Therefore, a method and its tool allowing reverse engineering

II. FOCUS AND ITS CASE TOOL AUTO FOCUS
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A. Focus Framework
The Focus framework [6] has been developed for the
formal specification and stepwise development and
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of add-ons, to be designed and developed, could be integrated
into the tools to extend the formal model check and theorem
proof by add-ons. Furthermore, the formats of the behavior
specification in the AF modeling environment are manifold,
so that the specification method that fits best for the problem
at hand can be chosen. Unless a stakeholder is familiar with a
model, it can be difficult to determine where to start reading a
model in a modeling tool. Similar with other visual modeling
languages or tools, not all stakeholders of AF are able to
understand the syntax and semantics of the models. In order to
access the information embedded in the model, it may require
the users to master a modeling tool. Meanwhile, manually
operations may increase the human fault risk. Thus, a formal
specification automatic generation method that can obtain the
specifications with unambiguous and easy-to-understand
notations by the modeling tools will help improve the former
modeling method and change the current situation of limited
practical use.

management of distributed and interactive systems. The
development process of Focus is based on modeling systems
as networks of components communicating asynchronously
via unbounded, directed channels [7]. An interface
specification is characterized through the relation between
communication histories for the external input and output
channels [8].
In Focus framework, stream is one of the main concepts.
Channels connect two subsystems or a system and its
environment. Streams represent the communication histories
of directed channels. They are formally represented by
functions mapping the indices in their time domains to their
messages. Composed systems are defined by recursive
equations over streams (see [9]).
As other model-based formal specification languages, such
as the Z language for Z method [10], the B language for B
method [11], and VDM-SL language for VDM, the syntax of
Focus specification is well-defined. The Focus framework is
preferred here over other specification frameworks since it
has an integrated notion of time and modeling techniques for
distributed systems, and concepts of refinement. Furthermore,
a variety of specification styles are provided in the Focus
framework, such as logical formulas, diagrams, and tables,
and Assumption / Guarantee style is the most common
specification technology.

B. Strategy Overview
The proposed paper is an extension of previous work [13].
The context of this work is research cooperation between the
Focus framework and the AF modeling method. Our approach
focuses on automating formal methods used within the formal
specification phase of the system development process. The
main point in our method is an alignment with the future
proofs to make them simpler and appropriate for an
application, not only in theory but also in practice.
For this purpose, we propose to extend the AF modeling
method and to implement an automatically formal
specification generator for Focus framework. In our case,
correctness, clearness, and readability of a formal
specification need to be considered. We propose to apply all
of the validation and verification methods in the former
modeling environment. For instance, the TVARC model
checker is applied to check the C/C0 code generated form the
AF3 model and SMV checker is used directly to the designed
model, e.g., Z3 or NuSMV.

B. Auto Focus Modeling Environment
AF CASE Tool is a scientific prototype implementing a
modeling language based on a graphical notation. In Auto
Focus modeling environment, we use three different views to
build the model of the system under development: interface
and structure view, behavior view, and data view. We define
the data type and basic functions using the data view. The
system architecture is specified in the interface and structure
view. And the system's behavior is defined by I/O automata in
the state transition behavior view [12]. The AF modeling
method allows multi-format modeling of the behavior by
means of specification extensions, such as state automaton
specification, code specification, and tabular specification.
Therefore, it has more domain-based specific ways to specify
the behavior of components and supplies more user-friendly
model specification in model-based development process.
The semantics of the AF models are defined in [9].

III. INTEGRATION IN MODEL-BASED DEVELOPMENT
A. Former Modeling Method
Previous researches [13], [14] outline a formal
development methodology for modeling systems with the AF
tool chain. We start from an informal textual specification of
the requirements. Through multiple transformation steps, a
verified formal specification, a verified executable AF model,
and a verified C/C0 code implementation can be obtained.
The C/C0 code can be automatically generated from the AF
models; nevertheless some transformation steps are manually
and cumbersome, e.g., bidirectional transformation between
Focus specification and executable AF models. Particularly
acquiring the formal Focus specification from AF models is
difficult and time-consuming.
The Auto Focus is designed to work in seamless integrated
manner and easy to extend with advanced features. A number

Fig. 1. Overview of proposed strategy.

IV. MODEL TRANSFORMATION
In Focus framework, a system is represented by a set of
components. A component has a syntactical interface
described as a set of input and output ports. There ports are
used to interconnect several components for communication.
The components are connected by channels and exchange
information in terms of messages of specified types. The
Focus framework has primitive types for basic values;
meanwhile, algebraic data types may be defined by the user. A
library of predefined data types and operators is provided.
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Ports and assigned data types to restrict the messages allowed

to be transmitted.

Fig. 2. Schematic translation of component speed plausibilization.

As shown in Fig. 1, we create the AF model according to
semiformal requirements of the system using the AF modeling
tools Chain. The AF models are under development with three
views, interface and structure view, behavior view, and data
view, respectively. Since the descriptions in the different view
are considered, the semantics of the model in each perspective
are synchronized. Our work emphasizes on synchronizing
semantics to transform models from AF model to the Focus
specification.
The process of model transformation could be suggested in
several steps:

models and channels with discrete global time; thus we
consider the composition of behavior specification. To
describe interface of the component, we translate the
information of messages in AF models to data type definition
in Focus framework. By mapping functionalities to logical
components, and translate state automata-based behavior
model to stream-based specification, we specify the behavior
of the component on the Focus framework. Using streams to
model communication history of channels, then composed
systems are defined by recursive equations over streams.
Finally, system structure is specified, and the Focus
specification is completed. Each AF model can be translated
into a formal specification in different refinement layers in
Focus framework, and each input/output port of the produces
a named channel with possibly typed. For each general step,
the proof of simulation equivalence between the AF model
semantics is given in [14], and the Focus semantics is given in
[9].

1) firstly, in data view mapping message types to data
definitions in specification, e.g. local variables, data
types and expression terms;
2) secondly, in behavior view we construct behaviorally
equivalent for user-defined AF functions and specify
input/output behavior for each component with the Focus
syntax;
3) thirdly, in structure view we specify the component
hierarchies of the system according to the internal
communication;
4) lastly, complete the generated Focus specification.
System in Focus framework consists of named component

V. CASE STUDY
Technical report [13] presents the main methodological
requirements. In this section, we use an adaptive cruise
control (ACC) system as an example to illustrate and clarify
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Secondly, the tool can accelerate the updates and
corrections activities of the design; the developer need only
modify the diagram or the content of the table and regenerate
the behavior specification in the Focus semantic.
Thirdly, this framework can give full play to the strong
advantages of both methods. These benefits can result in
reduced development and testing time and a reduction in
formal method software development and maintenance costs.
There are some additional challenges involved in adopting
a model-based development approach. Optimization of the
Focus language to specify some trivial case implicitly is
another topic covered in this work.

the process. Note that the modeling details do not be
presented in detail in this paper. More examples of AF models
are available in the website of the AF [15].
A. Translation of the Component
Based on synchronous semantics for the behavior of
systems, we generate the formal specification of a component
according to the representation of an AF model. As shown in
Fig. 2, the behavior of component Speed Plausibilization is
specified by stream histories of the input/output channels in
the Focus framework. In the specified component Speed
Plausibilization, assumption and guarantee are specified in
terms of asm and gar. When assumption holds, the guarantee
is required to fulfill. By integrating the information of the
Auto Focus model, such as External Syntactic Interface in the
interface and structure view (red block), State Transition
Behavior of the component in the behavior view (purple
block), and Data State Variables in the data view (blue block),
we extended our structure hierarchy specification with its
internal structure and translated the behavior representation
into the Focus syntax.
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